[The personalized approach to the rehabilitation of a severely ill patient presenting with a cardio-surgical problem].
The ever increasing number of the patients presenting with the cardio-surgical problems referred for surgery emphasizes the importance of the treatment of the cases of post-operative complications based on the personalized approach. The present article was designed to report a clinical case of the successful surgical treatment and rehabilitation of a patient presenting with the dysfunction of the bioprosthetic mitral valve and complications of the post-operative course in the form of polyorgan insufficiency with the predominance of respiratory failure. Special attention is given to the post-operative complications among which the respiratory insufficiency prevailed that made necessary the long period of artificial pulmonary ventilation. The specific features of the intense personalized approach to the physical rehabilitation of the given severely ill patient based at the intensive care unit are considered, the description of the methods applied for the purpose is presented, and their effectiveness from the perspective of clinical and functional parameters is evaluated. The study has demonstrated that the application of the intensive personalized approach in the given case turned out to be a safe and effective method of rehabilitation. The use of the proposed approach allowed to shorten the duration of the post-operative rehabilitation period, facilitated the patient's transfer to autonomous breathing and expansion of the motor activity under conditions of the intensive care unit. In addition, the use of the continuity principle and continuation of rehabilitation measures based at the cardiac surgery department provided the opportunity for the further expansion of the motor activity.